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Urban village is a problem which many researchers interested in. Xiamen local
government has started the F urban village renovation project in 2007.The fact that
the project overcame many difficulties to got its target is meaningful for social reality.
In this paper, we try to answer the question for example “Why the project obtain
success at last? What is the mechanism of the project? What is the cause of the
mechanism?” and so on, to research the market mechanism of the urban village
renovation.
This research based on the F urban village renovation project, review its whole
process, analysis its market characteristics and economic interpretation, reveal its
function ， result and limit, making the conclusion that urban village renovation
mechanism will develop in market way, and give some suggestion to improve it.
We believe that the restrict of the village land transaction by our country produce
the external profit. As the speed up of urbanization and the land price increasing,
“urban village” is the inevitable result of villagers pursuit the external profit.
Compared with the traditional urban village renovation mechanism control by
government, the market mechanism can internalize the external profit, dispel the
foundation of urban villages, cause the win-win result, and obtain long-term
development. We hope this research can preserve a urban village renovation history in
Xiamen, and give the urban village renovation policy maker some useful inspiration
to improve the mechanism and solved urban village problem.
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